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Abstract. Some invariance principles are obtained for the one-sample 
rank order statistics of a ~-mixing or strong mixing type time series. The 
estimation of the center of symmetry of the time series and tests for serial 
dependence are considered as applications. 
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1. Introduction 

Rank order statistics have recently received much attention in time series 
analysis. For  a bibliography, see Hallin et al. (1985). The purpose of this paper 
is to obtain invariance principles for the one-sample rank order statistics of a 
general class of time series. The estimation of the center of  symmetry of the 
time series and tests for serial dependence are then studied as applications. 

Let X(t), t = . . . , -  1, 0, 1,... be a real valued strictly stationary time series 
defined on a probability space (£2, F, P). Let M~ and M~÷. be, respectively, the 
a-fields generated by {Xt: t<_k} and {At: t>_k+n}. Let ct and q~ be functions of 
non-negative integers satisfying a(n) I 0 and ~(n)  ~ O. Then Xt is said to be 
strong mixing if for all A e M k and B e Mk+. 

I P(A 0 B) - e ( a ) P ( B ) I  < a ( n ) ,  

where k and n are arbitrary positive integers; it is ~b-mixing if the above 
inequality holds with q~(n)P(A) instead of a(n). 

Let X~,..., X, be n consecutive observations of the time series X~. Define 
u (x )= l  or 0 according as x_>0 or <0. Let R,~ be the rank of ISil among 
IXII,..., IX, I and 

(1.1) T. = n-' ~'. u(Xi)J.((n + l)-lR.i) n > 1 
i=l ' - -  , 

where J,( i / (n+l))=EJ(U,i)  or J(i / (n+l)) ,  l<_i<_n, U,I<_...<_U,, are the 
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